
 

 

WINTER WISHES  
 

Winter Wishes 
 

Materials 
40-764 All Things Evergreen 
51-309 It’s a Bird’s Life 
30-779 Snowflake Season 
Neenah Solar White; Distress Inks: Stormy Sky, Peeled Paint; 
Tombow 847, 977; Versafine Onyx Black; White pigment ink; 
White EP; Masking tape or lightweight paper; Clear glitter; white 
gel pen if desired; stamp positioning tool. 
 

Instructions 
White card base, 8.5” x 7” folded in half; cut white c/s 7.5” x 
3.5”. Ink one 40-764 tree with white pigment ink, color tree trunk 
with Tombow 977, stamp where shown, apply white EP and 
heat set. Repeat two more times where shown. Cut a wavy 
border from masking tape or lightweight paper, and mask off 
bottom of card. Ink blend Stormy Sky above mask, heavier at 
bottom, fading toward top of card. Keep mask in place. Place 
card in a stamp positioning tool, ink second 40-764 tree and 
stamp where shown; repeat inking and stamping if necessary. 
Move tree to second spot as shown and repeat above step. Ink 
third 40-764 tree with Peeled Paint and repeat steps above, 
placing the tree where shown. Position same tree slightly 
behind first green tree, ink lightly and stamp. Cut out an 
inverted curve from lightweight paper, position at various 
locations on the white area, and lightly sponge above the curve 
to create shaded “dips” in the snow. Ink sentiment in black and 
add where shown. Die cut 51-309 from white c/s, cover two of 
the birds with Tombow 847, snip from row of birds and add 
where shown. Add glitter. Use white gel pen to add falling snow 
if desired. Adhere to card base. 
 
 

Wishing you Snowflakes 
 

Materials 
40-758 Refined 
51-268 A Blizzard 
51-309 It’s a Bird’s Life 
30-762 Bright & Light 
Neenah Solar White; Distress Ink: Stormy Sky; Tombow 847; 
Versafine Onyx Black, White pigment Ink; White EP; Clear glitter 
 

Instructions 
White card base as above; cut white c/s 8.5” x 3”. Ink 
40-758 with white pigment ink; stamp twice from bottom, turning 
stamp slightly to the left on the left side and then slightly to the 
right on the right side, leaving space at the top and an open 
area in the top center for the sentiment. Cover stamped image 
with white EP and heat set. Ink blend Stormy Sky starting at 
bottom and fading towards top. Die cut 51-268 snowflakes from 
white c/s, adhere where shown. Ink 30-762 sentiment with 
black ink and stamp where shown. Cover another 51-309 bird 
from previous die cut with Tombow 847, snip and adhere where 
shown. Add glitter to snowflakes, Adhere to card front. 

A Time for Joy 
 

Materials 
51-664 Mirthful 
51-660 Dashing 
51-663 Moonlit 
51-662 Holly Branches 
30-741 Here’s to Xmas  
Neenah Solar White c/s; Bazzill: Fawn. Distress Inks: Stormy 
Sky, Peeled Paint, Forest Moss; Distress Oxide: Gathered 
Twigs; Tombow 847, 977; Versafine Onyx Black; White Gel 
Pen; Fine tipped black ink pen; Clear glitter 
 

Instructions 
White card base as above. Cut white c/s 8” x 3”. Lightly 
sponge Stormy Sky on all edges. Die cut 51-664, 51-663, and 
51-662 from white c/s. Before removing 51-664 letters from 
die cut, heavily sponge Stormy Sky on the “J” and “Y”. 
Remove letters. Smoosh Peeled Paint onto non-porous 
surface, use a wet watercolor brush to pick up ink, and 
randomly add a touch of color on the letters. Also smoosh 
Forest Moss and Stormy Sky onto non-porous surface. Use 
wet watercolor brush to pick up Peeled Paint ink and apply to 
51-662 branches and stems. In the same manner, pick up ink 
and shade leaves with Forest Moss; add a touch of Stormy 
Sky to top edges of leaves. Color berries with Tombow 847. 
Add glitter to berries and leaves. Color the tree and branches 
of 51-663 top layer with Tombow 977. Pick up smooshed 
Peeled Paint with wet watercolor brush, color trees on bottom 
layer, shade with Forest Moss. Color tree trunks with Tombow 
977. Add glitter to the moon and snowy edge. Adhere both 
layers together. Add one 51-662 holly branch sprig to “J” and 
adhere where shown. Ink blend a small circle of Stormy Sky 
before adhering assembled 51-663. Adhere the “Y”. Die cut 
51-660 from Fawn. Lightly sponge Gathered Twigs on rear of 
the deer and fade towards center. Mask off deer head and 
hooves, heavily sponge Gathered Twigs onto antlers and 
hooves. Dot the rear end with white gel pen, add a black dot 
for the eye. Adhere other 51-662 branch where shown. Add 
deer with foam tape. Glue down just the hooves. Ink 30-741 
sentiment in black and stamp where shown.  Adhere 
assembled piece to card base. 
 
 

  
 

  
 

  



  

 


